PROTEST POETRY:
PAST AND PRESENT

VIDEO
WORKSHOP
KEY STAGE 2

WITH MICHELLE
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students know:
Ĕ

Ĕ

How to research, discuss and debate topical issues, problems and
events
The consequences of anti-social and aggressive behaviours, such
as bullying and racism, on individuals and communities

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Students will:
Ĕ
Ĕ

Ĕ

Learn about historical protests
Find out about the famous ‘Notting Hill Carnival’ and why it was
started
Use empathy and poetry as tools for social change through
writing their own Protest Poems and performing them in groups

RESOURCES
Ĕ
Ĕ

Video Workshop: Protest Past and Present with Michelle
Paper/Pens/Pencils

ADDITIONAL NOTE

This workshop explores ideas around protest. Protesting is legal
in England and Wales, the right to protest is protected under the
European Convention of Human Rights. However, this only applies
to peaceful protest and does not extend to any violence inflicted or
damage caused during a protest.
https://nationallegalservice.co.uk/uk-protest-rights/
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LESSON PLAN
Instructions are on screen in the video.
Pause the video at each instruction while your students complete the task.

WARM UP | 5 MINS
1. In small groups or pairs, discuss what doesn’t feel fair in your life or the world around
you and write down as many ideas as you can think of.
2. Have a class conversation sharing your ideas.

WRITING ABOUT PROTESTS | 10 MINS
1. Choose someone in this photo and use your imagination to imagine what you think is
happening and what they might be thinking.
2. Starting with “Back then...” complete the verse from that person’s perspective
Use the prompts below to help you:
Ĕ
What are you thinking or saying?
Ĕ
What are you doing? Consider facial expressions, body language and clothing
Ĕ
What are you hoping for next?
Ĕ
What might have happened just before this moment in the picture? What do you think
happens next?

LEARNING ABOUT NOTTING HILL CARNIVAL | 10 MINS
1. Still imagining you are the the person from Activity 1, imagine you are in the scene at
the Notting Hill Carnival. Choose one emotion your character might be feeling and
use the 5 senses to describe that emotion. Start your sentence with “Nowadays..”
Use the following prompts to help you: how would it taste, smell, feel, sound and look?

CREATING GROUP PROTTEST POEMS | 10 MINS
1. In your groups/pairs read over your individual writing from the activities and write your
favourite line on post-it note, or strips of paper.
2. Work together to decide the order that your favourite lines will go in to combine them
together. Think about any new lines you can add so that it flows.

PERFORMANCE TIME| 15 MINS

1. In your groups, decide who will read which lines and practice your poetry performance.
2. Perform your poems to the class.
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